• The main content of the display is in the lower left rectangle consisting of columns A-K and all rows with the exception of the top two. This rectangle shows the correlations between the core ASD variables and the mutation variables. Because the core ASD variables are severity measure, one expects positive associations with the mutation variables (coded blue). Yet, positive and negative correlations (blue and red) seem to mingle quite randomly, apart from being mostly statistically insignificant.
• Ignoring the two rightmost columns, the two top rows serve as reference by showing the associations of nvIQ and total DCDQ with the mutation variables. They clearly dominate those of core ASD variables.
• The two rightmost columns show the strong associations of nvIQ and total DCDQ with the core ASD variables. Explanations:
• The third line shows that nvIQ has a significant male-female mean difference of 6.6 (sderr=1.6). Some quantile differences are even stronger: 9 for the median difference (50%), and 12 for the lower quartile difference (25%).
• The sixth line shows that total DCDQ has an insignificant male-female mean difference of 1.6 (sderr=0.9). The quantile differences (which have larger standard errors) remain moderate as well, not exceeding 3.
• N =2119. Included are only affecteds for whom both nvIQ and total DCDQ are non-missing and exome data are available. Remarks:
• The three odds ratios shown here are calculated as (C/D)/(B/A)=(CA)/(BD).
• The p-values from Fisher's exact test for all three 2 × 2 tables are significant beyond conventional thresholds.
• N =2119. Included are only affecteds for whom both nvIQ and total DCDQ are non-missing and exome data are available. S1. Vulnerability Score of Gene Targets with dn LGD Mutations By construction, the vulnerability score is high if the load of damaging mutations in the human gene pool is low, and vice versa. A low load reflects, in all likelihood, that the gene is under strong negative selection in the haplodeficient state. We do not have perfect information about the vulnerability of genes, however, and for details on this subject, see Iossifov et al. (2015) .
The imperfection of the vulnerability score is illustrated in the left panel of the figure below: We plot the cumulative number of de novo LGD mutations in affecteds (red) and unaffecteds (gray) in the SSC quads, where all de novo events have been sorted by the rank of the vulnerability score of their target genes, rank 1 on the left representing the highest score. The resulting graph shows the relationship between vulnerability and likelihood that a gene is a target in the affected. It is apparent that the signal in the vulnerability score is concentrated in the high end of the vulnerability distribution, corresponding to the lower left corner of the graph.
The right panel in the figure below shows a conventional ROC curve for the classification problem of discriminating between affecteds and unaffecteds based on the vulnerability score of the LGD target, where classification rules have the form "vulnerability score ≥ t" for thresholds t. Again the conclusion is that the signal resides in the upper tail of the vulnerability score, corresponding to the lower left of the ROC curve. 
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The concentration of the signal in the upper end of the vulnerability distribution relates to our choice of scale for the vulnerability scores: Spreading out the upper end of the vulnerability distribution and compressing the uninformative center and lower end near zero is the reason for the success in generating significant correlations with phenotype variables. (Recall that the vulnerability score used here is the negative logarithm of normalized vulnerability ranks.)
S2. Lack of Association of Core ASD & Mutations Not Due to Range Truncation
When we first noticed the absence of consistent association between core ASD phenotype variables and mutation variables, we wondered whether this could be explained by the fact that some of the core ASD variables were used in the ascertainment criteria of the SSC. The thought was that ascertainment truncates the ranges of the involved variables, and range truncation in turn weakens observed associations. This effect is schematically illustrated in the following figure. The SSC inclusion criteria, described in the "Researcher Welcome Packet" (p.7f), involve subscales of the ADI-R and the ADOS instruments as well as non-verbal mental age which relates to nvIQ. Now, range truncation, if present, could be observed empirically with simple exploratory displays, as shown in the following barplots. To this end it should be kept in mind that all core ASD variables have have non-negative values, where zero implies the complete absence of any behavioral deficiencies. A truncation effect is present if the distribution shows a precipitous drop near a strictly positive value and very low density from that value toward zero. Concern about weakend association with other variables arises when the range of high-density values above the drop point is small, a sign of serious truncation. With these qualitative preparations, here are the barplots of the core ASD variables included in this article: Conclusions:
• By the criteria we set out, the case for truncation could be made at most for three ADOS scales, css ADOS, social affect ADOS and communication social ADOS which pile up on the left against strictly positive values. However, only css ADOS could be judged to be seriously truncated with values compressed to the range {6, 7, 8, 9, 10}, whereas social affect ADOS and communication social ADOS range from the dropoff at about 6 all the way up to 20 and 22, respectively.
• Of the ADI-R variables only soc a total ADIR has a clear dropoff at 8, and b comm verbal total ADIR peters out on the left at 6 rather than dropping off, indicating a natural lower end of the distribution. All ADI-R variables appear to have substantial ranges, and three of them pile up at the high end.
• The RBS variable and to a lesser degree the ABC variable are also skewed, but apparently not due to truncation on the left as they pile up against zero, not strictly positive values.
• The strangest barplot is from parent t score SRS with a spike at 90 due to right-censoring at this value by design of the authors of the SRS instrument.
Overall, the core ASD variables feature remarkably expansive ranges, providing leverage for potential associations.
Finally a remark on the role of non-verbal mental age in ascertainment: A minimum requirement on this variable for inclusion in the SSC would potentially translate to a truncation effect on nvIQ and hence attenuation of association with genetic variables. Yet it is nvIQ for which such associations were observed first.
In summary, the above elaborations should be sufficient evidence that the absence of consistent associations of core ASD variables with mutation variables cannot be reduced to the effect of SSC ascertainment.
S3. The DCDQ is Negligibly Age-Dependent Among Affecteds
An issue with the DCDQ instrument is that it is not age-standardized, in contrast to IQs and the Vineland instrument, which are. To justify the use of the DCDQ in this article without agestandardization, we give here evidence that age-dependence of the summary variable total DCDQ is minimal. The statistical tool we use is quantile regression at the 0.85, 0.50 (median) and 0.15 quantiles. The upper value 0.85 was chosen because it approximates the cut-off level for the normal range in the SSC. According to the cut-offs of Wilson et al. (2009), 83% of affected children in the SSC are below the normal range.
The figure below shows the three linear quantile regressions (dark-green lines). We also show corresponding local quantiles of total DCDQ in the 10% quantile bins of Age at ADOS (blue traces). For the three linear quantile regressions, statistical inference of the slopes produces highly insignificant results at the 0.50 and 0.15 quantiles, and still insignificant results at the 0.85 quantile (p-value = 0.117). The slight ascent of the 0.85 quantile line may justify the mildly ascending cut-off values for the normal range suggested by Wilson (2009), but it does not invalidate the use of total DCDQ as a relatively age-independent measure of motor skills in the search for associations with genetic variables. 
S4. DCDQ and Vineland vs Genotype in Detail
In the following figures we show the associations of the DCDQ and the Vineland instruments with the mutation variables in full detail that is available in the SSC. The DCDQ will include all its items, and the Vineland all its submeasures, beyond just motor skills. Presentation of such extensive tables of correlations and their p-values may invite over-interpretation, which should be discouraged. On the other hand, it may invite
• useful hypothesis generation for future work, and
• improvement of the measures for better detection of association with genetic variables.
Comments on the two instruments:
• DCDQ:
-The instrument consists of 15 items, all on a 1-5 Likert scale, high values meaning high performance on an activity.
control during movement is the sum of items 1-6.
fine motor handwriting is the sum of items 7-10.
general coordination is the sum of items 11-15.
total is the sum of all items.
-Based on this information, one may get a sense where the sources of statistical significance reside by scanning the columns of the DCDQ displays. The p-value display dramatizes the differences compared to the correlation display. Repeating the earlier warning, one should not over-interpret details of the p-value display.
• Vineland:
-This instrument provides an assessment of personal and social sufficiency based on over 200 items.
-Available in the SSC are domain-level summary measures (no item-level data) consisting of raw scores and v-scores.
-The measures we use are the v-scores which are standardized like IQ scales: population average 100, population standard deviation 15.
-The three motor skills variables are obtained only for young children up to about age 7.
(We removed the few exceptions above 7 years and 6 months of age.) All other variables exist for children of all ages.
-The non-motor skill variables yield rich associations with the mutation variables (see their p-value and correlation displays below). However, these associations disappear after adjusting for nvIQ. As is apparent from the correlation display (two rightmost columns), most Vineland variables are strongly correlated with nvIQ and to a lesser extent with total DCDQ. We therefore hypothesize that the rich associations of Vineland variables with mutation variables are redundant with the analogous associations observed for nvIQ and total DCDQ. 
S5. Core Descriptive and Commonly Used Variables vs Genotype; P-VALUES
The clinical specialists who managed the acquisition of the behavioral phenotype data for the SSC decided that the sheer number of instruments and resulting variables would be too overwhelming for the intended community of researchers. As a result, two subselections of variables were made, a primary selection called "Core Descriptive Variables" (CDV), and a secondary selection called "Commonly Used Variables" (CUV).
In what follows we show graphs of p-values for the association of genetic variables with CDVs (1 graph) and with CUVs (2 graphs).
• For the CDVs, we recognize significant associations with the following variables:
-nvIQ, and also full-scale IQ, but not verbal IQ;
the Vineland composite standard score, which we understand to be a proxy for nvIQ;
seizures with recurrent LGDs, and non-febrile seizures with LGDs that have chromatinmodifying targets;
sex with LGDs in general, and also with embryonic LGDs.
Else there is surprisingly little to report, reinforcing and enlarging the observation of absent associations of phenotype with mutation variables.
• For the first half of CUVs, we find associations with the following:
most outstandingly, the overall Vineland motor skills variable vabs ii motor skills,
to a minor extent three other Vineland variables, which we understand to be proxies for IQ;
srs parent cognition, which we also understand to be a proxy for nvIQ;
cbcl 2 5 attention problems from the "Childhood Behavior Checklist" (CBCL) for ages 2-5; this is a genuine possibility that does not reduce to either IQ or motor skills.
The remaining observed associations are marginal and don't form patterns across mutation variables, hence are candidates for artifacts due to statistical multiplicity.
• The second half of CUVs have generally marginal p-values that don't form patterns across mutation variables. Two potential exceptions are:
cbcl 2 5 add adhd, which is consistent with cbcl 2 5 attention problems observed in the first half of CUVs;
cbcl 6 18 school, which is easily understood as a proxy for IQ.
In summary, these three graphs reinforce the overall impression of absent association between core ASD and mutation variables. Two potential exceptions might be the two ADHD-related variables in the CBCL for ages 2-5, and the seizure variables, in particular non-febrile seizures. . Instruments CBCL, SRS, ABC, RBS-R, ADI-R, ADOS, SCQ; P-VALUES On the following pages we offer p-value graphs for associations with mutation variables for some of the major core ASD instruments in the SSC, excluding the DCDQ and the Vineland instruments which we showed earlier. Some of the variables in these instruments had been selected into the CDVs and CUVs, hence will make a re-appearance here in their original intruments. Here are a few observations, some of them redundant:
• In the CBCL for ages 2-5, the two standouts are the previously observed attention problems and add adhd.
A quite strong but isolated association is observed for total words with embryonic LGDs; total words is strongly associated with nvIQ, but does not share the broader association pattern of the latter.
• In the CBCL for ages 6-18, we re-observe the associations of school, which is a proxy for IQ.
Interesting is a smattering of weak associations for add adhd and attention problems, which would be consistent with the stronger associations observed in the CBLS for ages 2-5.
• The "Social Responsiveness Scale" (SRS) features a few association patterns, above all for the item q14 well coordinated. Most of the other associations disappear when adjusted for nvIQ.
• The "Aberrant Behavior Checklist" (ABC), has little to show, except for a consistent pattern in column A: The presence of LGD mutations seems to be associated with q13 impulsive, q18 disobedient, q24 uncooperative, q28 ignores instructions.
• The "Repetitive Behavior Scale -Revised" (RBS-R) has little to show as well, lacking consistent association patterns.
• The "Autism Diagnostic Interview -Revised" (ADI-R) has the familiar association patterns for q05a walked unaideda and q32 articulation 5 years (first half). Potentially remarkable is the isolated association of q09a single wordsa with embryonic LGDs, consistent with a similar isolated association of total words in the CBCL for ages 2-5.
In the second half of the ADI-R the single stand-out is q85 faints ever, which has the same associations with recurrent LGDs and chromatin-modifying LGDs as observed for nonfebrile seizures in the CDVs.
• The "Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule" (ADOS) appears in four modules depending on language level. Module 4 has small N and is not included here. The only striking association with mutations is found in Module 1, the lowest language level, for the item e3 anxiety. The association exists for recurrent LGDs, the vulnerability score applied to LGDs, as well as
LGDs on FMRP and embryonic targets. Otherwise we reconfirm the absence of consistent associations with mutation variables.
• Finally, the "Social Communication Questionnaire" (SCQ-Life) also confirms the absence of consistent associations. 
S7. Demographics vs Genotype
The demographic variables shown here include family type (quad vs trio), sex of affected and unaffected, parental ages at time of childbirth, race/ethnicity, parental education levels and household income. We make the following observations, some well-known:
• Family type has a weak association with dn LGDs in that these are found slightly more often in quads than trios, which is meaningful.
• The female sex has a greater propensity for LGDs, embryonic LGDs, chromatin-modifying
LGDs, and LGDs on CHD8 targets. As noted earlier, females are hit harder than males on nvIQ, but this is only negligibly the case for total DCDQ.
• Fathers' age at birth of the affected child is strongly and positively associated with dn missense mutations, more so than mothers' age. A contributor to this difference could be the greater dispersion of fathers' ages (SD = 5.72 years) compared to mothers' ages (SD = 4.96 years).
• Race is not significantly associated with mutation variables, with the possible exception of a slighly lower vulnerability score of LGD targets for hispanic.
• Parental education levels and household income give contradictory mild signals for missense mutations and the product of vulnerability and VIPUR scores.
Also shown are the associations of demographics with nvIQ and total DCDQ (two rightmost columns). Gratifyingly absent are associations of demographics with motor skills (total DCDQ), whereas nvIQ has strong associations with sex, race, and parent/household characteristics. 
S7.1 Demographic Variables vs Genotype; P-VALUES
S8. Race and Gender are Not Confounders
The following two Figures 1XY and 1XX show the same p-values as in Figure 1 but limited to white males and white females, respectively, followed by corresponding displays for the correlations.
• Figure 1XY of white males only shows that the basic association patterns of Figure 1 survive (though somewhat attenuated due to smaller N ). This confirms that the associations are not driven by confounding with race (non-whites) or sex (females).
• Figure 1XX for white females only has the expected strong attenuation due to much smaller N , in particular the variables that are subsetted to LGDs only. Yet, two notable observations can be made:
-Females show extremely strong statistical significance for the assocation of LGDs with the Vineland variables ("VABS"). This is remarkable as it is based on just 95 girls under the age of 8. Thus the motor impairment due to LGDs reveals itself at an early age. (A strongly significant association is also observed with the SRS item 14.)
-The association of embryonic LGDs with DCDQ variables appears to be due to 18 girls with embryonic LGDs out of a total of 52 girls with LGDs.
Overall one should not overinterpret individual p-values represented in these displays. They are shown mainly to argue against the idea that the main findings of this article are due to confounding with obvious variables such as race and gender. The above display shows the correlations (as opposed to p-values) of the major phenotype variables: motor skills, nvIQ, and core ASD. The color patterns arise from the orientations of the variables:
• The first two motor skills variables (walked_unaideda and articulation_5_years) are severity measures.
• The DCDQ and VABS variables are achievement measures.
• nvIQ is an achievement measure.
• Core ASD variables are severity measures.
S10. Conditioning on nvIQ Creates Artifacts in Core ASD Measures
We discuss the article of Bishop et al. (2017) which reports some overlapping yet substantively different conclusions. It will be shown that the majority of their findings are artifacts of their analytical approach, and none of their summary measures estimate causal effects.
S10.1 Comparison of Bishop et al. and the Present Article
Bishop et al. approach the association between 'strong' de novo genetic damage and core ASD symptoms based on a matching procedure: They identified 112 affected children in the SSC that have at least one de novo CNV or LGD, the latter affecting one of 65 genes implicated in autism with high confidence (Sanders et al. 2015) . These children are called the 'high-confidence group.' Each child in this group is matched with an affected child that has the same sex, similar age and IQ, but no observed de novo CNV or LGD. These children are called the 'matched autism control group.' The analysis consists of looking for phenotypic properties that differ significantly between the highconfidence and the matched autism control groups. The authors report that the high-confidence children have delayed age of walking and, surprisingly, better social, verbal and language skills as well as lower certainty of autism diagnosis. The authors conclude that, when compared to their matched autism controls, the carriers of damaging de novo variants have a 'muted' form of autism in terms of these phenotypes.
In our analysis, we used de novo LGD and missense data (but not CNV data) of the 2120 affected SSC children with exome data. We looked for statistically significant correlation between measures of genetic damage (e.g., number of de novo LGD variants) and phenotypic measures that have not been adjusted for nvIQ as the primary discovery approach (Figure 1) . As test for robustness of statistically significant findings, we repeated the analysis where the same phenotypic measures are adjusted for sex, age and nvIQ ( Figure 2 ). We report strongly significant and consistent relationships between several types of genetic damage and several measures related to motor skills, including age of walking. Importantly, and in contrast to Bishop et al., we report NO significant correlation to unadjusted core ASD features such as social and verbal skills in children with strongly damaging variants (Figure 4 ).
The nvIQ matching as applied by Bishop et al. is an attempt to account for the known strongly significant correlations between nvIQ and de novo damaging genetic variants on the one hand (Iossifov et al. 2014), and, separately, the well-known strong correlations between nvIQ and most ASD-related phenotypes. Given these possibly dependent observations, Bishop et al. worried that a correlation between genetics and ASD phenotypes, if observed, might have been driven solely by a common variable, nvIQ. In our manuscript we address this concern by a two-step process: first we test for direct correlation between genetics and phenotypic variables and, second, in those cases where direct correlation is significant (motor skills but not core ASD), we verify that significance does not disappear after adjusting for nvIQ. Bishop et al. base their analysis only on the second of these steps, by matching on nvIQ. Having made this step, they encounter the surprising finding of improved core ASD symptoms in the presence of damaging de novo variants.
However, as we show in our article, de novo genetic damage produces a significant decrease of nvIQ without significantly affecting social skills (Figure 4) . As a consequence, the action of nvIQ normalization (for example, the matching procedure of Bishop et al.) induces an artifact: the appearance of a negative correlation between genetic damage and diminished social skills, where no such relationship exists. This fact will be analyzed in multiple ways in the remaining subsections.
S10.2 Explanation of the Artifact Created by Matching
To illustrate the artifacts created by matching most clearly, imagine that genetic damage only diminished nvIQ and did not affect social skills at all: thus genetic damage merely shifts the association of social skills with nvIQ in the nvIQ direction but not the social skills direction, as schematically depicted in the figure below. Then children with genetic damage and a given nvIQ -say, the vertical line in the figure -would appear to have a better range of social skills than children with the same nvIQ but no genetic damage, an artifact of the matching procedure. LGD Non−LGD
LGD and Non−LGD differ only in nvIQ, not Social ...
... but for fixed nvIQ, LGD performs better on Social.
Detailed Explanations of the Graph:
• Shown are two ellipses that should be thought of as point scatters representing two groups of probands, one group with LGDs (red), the other without LGDs (blue). The vertical axis represents any major core ASD variable such as ADI-R's 'a_total' or ADOS' 'social_affect', here rendered as Social. The horizontal axis represents nvIQ.
• The tilt of the ellipses reflects the fact that core ASD variables (if measured as severities) and nvIQ are negatively correlated: higher nvIQ is associated with fewer core ASD problems.
• The ellipses differ horizontally but not vertically, representing the observation that LGD carriers have lower average nvIQ than non-carriers, but no significant average differences for core ASD variables. The left and right dots represent the mean points of the two groups.
• The vertical line represents individuals that share a fixed but arbitrary value of nvIQ. Scanning the line for intersections with the ellipses, one realizes that the LGD carriers have a better (lower) range on Social than the non-carriers. The lower and upper dots on the vertical line represent the "nvIQ-conditional" or "nvIQ-matched" means of the two groups. Thus an association between genetics and core ASD in the unexpected direction emerges as an artifact of matching on nvIQ.
In practice, matching is approximate rather than exact: for every LGD carrier, one finds a noncarrier whose nvIQ is close to that of the carrier. Approximate matching implies an approximate effect of the kind shown in the above figure. In summary, matching on nvIQ conspires with three features to create an artifactual association with genetics in the unexpected direction:
• no direct association between core ASD ("Social") and genetics ("LGD"); • a direct negative association between nvIQ and genetics ("LGD"); • a negative association between core ASD ("Social") and nvIQ.
In the following figure we illustrate the situation with SSC data, using children with recurrent
LGDs as stand-ins for the "high-confidence group" in Bishop et al., and children without LGDs and without missense mutations for the "autism control group". The core ASD variable is from the ADOS instrument and measures social affect problems. The table below the figure shows basic statistics, with a significant difference in nvIQ but not in the core ASD variable. The two regression lines fitted to the two groups separately show that the estimated conditional means in the recurrent 
S10.3 Reconstruction of Artifacts in the SSC Using Adjustment
In the figure below we reproduce the majority of statistically significant findings in Bishop et al. in tabular form, using the simpler tools of our article: correlations as measures of association, and regression adjustment instead of matching. We marked the phenotype variables in the left margin with "+" for achievement scales and "−" for severity scales. Conclusions:
• The left side column, labeled "LGD, Phenotype Raw", represents the p-values of the variable
LGD with raw phenotype variables. It is immediate that, with the exception of "Age at onset of walking", all phenotype variables present a null finding: the direct correlations with LGD are statistically insignificant.
• The right side column, labeled "LGD, Phenotype nvIQ-Adjusted", represents the p-values of the variable LGD with phenotype variables adjusted for age, sex and nvIQ. Again, it is immediate that the previously insignificant correlations have become significant in the unexpected direction.
• The one exception, for "Age at onset of walking", acts as a robustness check that the significant direct correlation cannot be reduced to mediation by nvIQ. The attenuation of significance is not substantial.
LGD The arguments against conditioning (matching, adjustment) using nvIQ given so far address the specific situation at hand without recourse to general principles. Such principles, however, exist in the theory of causal inference as elaborated by Pearl (2009) . Its tools allow reasoning about causality between variables; it hence forms an essential adjunct to statistics whose tools merely allow reasoning about associations between variables. A fundamental concept of causal inference is that of a directed acyclic graph ("DAG") which can be used to express assumptions about causal effects between variables. Causal DAGs for the situation at hand are as follows: we assume genotype variables to be causal for behavioral phenotype variables, but the latter to be not causal for each other. In particular, we assume that associations between de novo mutations and behavioral phenotypes are due to a causal effect of the former on the latter, but we will also assume that in particular nvIQ is not causal for core ASD, and vice versa. (This latter assumption may be controversial because of the idea that high nvIQ may help compensate for social deficiencies. However, it may be difficult to argue that nvIQ is at the same level as other less controversial covariates such as sex and race for which genetic underpinnings are better understood and confounding with them is clearly undesirable; nvIQ is part of the parcel of correlated behavioral phenotypes, even if it is not considered part of the core of ASD.)
With these assumptions we have a clear division between causal variables (de novo genotypes) and outcome variables (behavioral phenotypes), and none of the outcome variables are causal. Other causal variables exist, of course, including transmitted genotypes and environmental factors, some of them being a source of the observed correlations between behavioral phenotypes such as nvIQ and core ASD.
The causal assumptions made so far have consequences. The theory of causal inference provides rules for adjusting or matching in order to obtain correct causal effects in regression models. In particular, it refutes the lore that longer regression equations with more adjustment covariates have a better chance of being causal (cited by Angrist and Pischke (2009) ). For the present purposes, we do not need the full set of sufficient criteria for correct adjustment/matching given by Pearl (2009) or for that matter the more complete criteria by Shpitser et al. (2010) and Perković et al. (2016) . A simple rule that follows from these criteria is that a regression for a pure outcome should not contain other pure outcomes as adjustment covariates and, correspondingly, it should not be matched on other pure outcomes. As a consequence, the statistical summaries obtained by Bishop et al. do not produce correct estimates of causal effects.
S10.5 A Simplistic Causal Model for Core ASD
We illustrate the artifactual nature of adjustment and matching in terms of a simplistic generative model that approximates some salient aspects of nvIQ, core ASD variables and de novo mutation variables observed in the SSC. We emphasize that this model represents a drastic simplification (as does the schematic figure in Section S10.2), and it does not reflect our current thinking about actual causal mechanisms. As is often the case, the role of a model here is to convey a simple point analytically.
For convenience we model standardized versions denoted by nvIQ s and cASD s whose expectations/means are zero and variances are one. To model the observed strong correlation between them we use an unobserved standardized variable denoted by STE s , which we interpret as Shared variability and due in part to T ransmission and Environment. We further denote by DN s any standardized de novo genetic variable that has an effect on nvIQ s but not on cASD s , as suggested for several core ASD variables in the SSC data. We finally use noise terms IQ and ASD which are uncorrelated with STE s and DN s , to model variability that is specific to nvIQ s and cASD s , respectively. From these variables we compose the following simple linear model for the two outcome variables:
cASD s = β ASD STE s + ASD .
The coefficients β IQ and β ASD are the effect sizes for the shared variability on standardized scales, and δ IQ is the effect size of the de novo variable on nvIQ s , also on standardized scales. We may assume STE s and DN s to be measures of damage that lower nvIQ s , hence β IQ , δ IQ < 0. Assuming cASD s to be a severity measure, it is raised by STE s , hence β ASD > 0. We assume all right side variables in (1) and (2), that is, STE s , DN s , IQ , ASD , to be pairwise uncorrelated. (The only substantive assumption among these is Cor( STE s , DN s ) = 0, which means that de novo hits are not correlated with transmission or environment or other factors shared by cASD s and nvIQ s . The remaining assumptions about vanishing correlations define IQ and ASD .) As a consequence,
• Cor(cASD s , STE s ) = β ASD and
• Cor(nvIQ s , STE s ) = β IQ .
Of main interest are the covariances of the three observable variables, cASD s , nvIQ s and DN s . Again, due to standardization, these covariances are correlations:
The off-diagonal entries are:
• Cor(cASD s , nvIQ s ) = β IQ β ASD , • Cor(nvIQ s , DN s ) = δ IQ , • Cor(cASD s , DN s ) = 0.
These follow immediately from the model equations (1) and (2) . If one knows model equation (2) to be true, it is proper to regress cASD s on DN s unadjusted, resulting in a correct null finding: DN s does not contribute to cASD s . However, under adjustment for nvIQ s , one regresses cASD s on both DN s and nvIQ s . To this end we derive the linear OLS prediction of cASD s based on DN s and nvIQ s . The general formula isŶ = Cov(Y, X) Cov(X) −1 X for prediction of Y from X, both centered. Applying the formula to Y = cASD s and X = (nvIQ s , DN s ) , we obtain the following:
Thus, while cASD s has nothing to do with the de novo variable DN s in terms of generative mechanisms according to equation (2) , the attempt to analyze the dependence of cASD s on DN s under adjustment for nvIQ s introduces an artificial non-vanishing contribution of DN s toĉASD s . This analysis is meaningful in the context of optimal prediction of core ASD when nvIQ s and DN s are available as predictive covariates, but for causal inference it produces an incorrect causal effect for DN s :
Parsing signs of the factors that form the coefficient of DN s : β IQ < 0, β ASD > 0, δ IQ < 0 and 1 − δ IQ 2 > 0, one recognizes that the coefficient itself is negative, thus spuriously suggesting that de novo hits lower the severity of core ASD while according to (2) they have no causal effect.
What equation (3) is really saying amounts to this: If core ASD is predicted from nvIQ s and if information DN s about de novo hits is available, then a better prediction is obtained if the effect of DN s on nvIQ s is removed because DN s has no effect on core ASD.
S10.6 A Reason for Conditioning on an Outcome: Detection of Redundancy
Even though the preceding material establishes that adjustment of one outcome for another leads to incorrect causal effects, Figure 2 of the present article reports nvIQ-adjusted results for motor skills variables (and vice versa), where both nvIQ and motor skills are outcomes. The reason is that, even though de novo mutations evidently affect motor skills, it is nevertheless conceivable that motor skills are redundant with, or subsumed in, nvIQ, hence uninteresting. This occurs when the nvIQ-adjusted effect on motor skills vanishes, implying redundancy in the sense that the causal effect on motor skills can be calculated from the causal effect on nvIQ, as will be shown below:
Here, δ MS = Cor( DN s , MS s ) and δ IQ = Cor( DN s , nvIQ s ) are the (raw) causal effects of de novo genetic damage on motor skills and nvIQ, respectively. If |δ MS | > 0 (as established empirically by Figure 1 ), then (4) implies that |δ MS | < |δ IQ | as Cor( MS s , nvIQ s ) < 1 but > 0. This result shows that vanishing of the causal effect under adjustment is possible only if there exists a raw (unadjusted) effect δ MS on motor skills that is weaker than the effect δ IQ on nvIQ. That this is not so was already suggested by Figure 1 , which shows the estimated effects on motor skills variables to be generally stronger than those on nvIQ; Figure 2 provides the final empirical confirmation with evidence that adjustment for nvIQ does not generally annihilate the effect of DN s on MS s .
In the remainder of this subsection we derive (4) . The derivation will be carried out using probability distributions and assuming the exact vanishing of true adjusted effects; in data (as opposed to distributions) one finds approximations to this idealized situation when estimated adjusted effects are statistically insignificant. The derivation further requires certain model assumptions which are essentially those of the model of Section S10.5 above, replacing core ASD with motor skills and allowing a causal effect of DN s on MS s :
By abuse of notation we denote the shared variability between nvIQ s and MS s again by STE s . Again we assume nvIQ s , MS s , STE s and DN s to be standardized (mean zero, variance one) and all right side variables uncorrelated. It should be emphasized that (5) and (6) are introduced not as a realistic model but as the basis of a purely hypothetical exercise, that of analyzing the meaning of a vanishing effect of DN s on MS s under adjustment for nvIQ s . We explain in the article using Figure 3 that the assumptions (5) and (6) of the model do not hold: nvIQ s and MS s are nonlinearly related to each other, implying that STE s and DN s cannot affect nvIQ s and MS s in equal proportions over their ranges, as mandated by the model.
Continuing with the derivation of (4), the correlation matrix for the observable variables is as follows:
As in Section S10.5 we obtain the linear OLS equation for the regression of MS s on DN s and nvIQ s by the general formulaŶ = Cov(Y, X) Cov(X) −1 X for prediction of Y from X, both centered. Applying the formula to Y = MS s and X = (nvIQ s , DN s ) , we obtain the following:
Thus the regression coefficient of DN s adjusted for nvIQ s is
We are interested in the situation when this coefficient vanishes, that is, when adjustment for nvIQ s makes the "apparent effect" of DN s on MS s disappear. Setting (8) to zero we obtain
From (7) we have β IQ β MS + δ IQ δ MS = Cor( MS s , nvIQ s ), hence equation (4) follows. S10.7 Summary Comparison of the Present Article with Bishop et al.
The differences between Bishop et al. and our article in terms of variables are as follows:
• In the genotype domain, their comparison of affected children with and without LGD mutations is akin, but not identical, to our variables LGD or LGD_recurrent. They do not make use of other detailed genetic information as we do, including functional groups of mutations, vulnerability scores, missense mutations and associated severity scores.
• In the motor skills domain, which is our primary focus, the overlap with Bishop et al. is limited to the use of the ADI-R variable "age of walking unaided" (item 5), that is, delayed early motor development, while our article draws on a broad set of proper motor skills variables from multiple instruments: DCDQ, Vineland, SRS, in addition to ADI-R.
• In the core ASD phenotype domain, which is our secondary focus, we share many variables, and it is here where our concern with the findings in Bishop et al. is strongest.
The strength of our findings with regard to motor skills rests on their robustness to the mode of measurement, while the depth of our findings stems from the rich use of genetic variables and the analysis of the non-trivial association between nvIQ and totDCDQ and its implications. In the core ASD domain we report null findings where Bishop et al. report effects in the unexpected direction, an artifact of their matching design.
